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BURCHARD INDEXES
PL,BwiE TALK VOLs I - IV

LET'S COUNT 'EM

Seth Burchard is in the process of
expanding the Index he began following the publication of the first two
years of Plane Talk. The completed
work will cover all issues of our
Bulletin through 1979. We plan to
make the Index available as part of
the first issue of Vol. VI and hope
to provide an Index to later Volumes
at a not too distant date.
The participation in Plane Talk by
plane collectors and other interested
students has been enthusiastic and
we have amassed a tremendous amount
of information not previously published.
_ny unremarked dealers and
makets eve been identified and additional data on those who appear in
the standard lists have been developed. Many new questions have been
posed. Back issues of our publication contain materials on the making,
marketing, maintenance and use of
planes. There is an abundance of
historical materials for those whose
interest embraces this aspect of
rhykenology. Illustrations abound.
Editor Smith's excellent IMP which
deals with transitional and metal
planes represents an enormous addi-,
tion to the slender (quantitatively
not qualitatively) literature on the
subject.
We believe that Seth Burchard's
Herculean labors in sorting out and
codifying the content of Plane Talk
result in an important contribution
to Rhykenology. The Index will be
of great use and convenience to all
who use the Society's Bulletin and
we are extremely grateful to him.

We have been hoping for a long time
to take a census of planes by Frances Nicholson, John Nicholson, Caesar Chelor and some of the other
really early makers. We now learn
that Jack Kebabian is planning a
book on the early planemakers. To
be able to reconstruct data about
these makers will be of great help
both to him and to all rhykenophiles.
May we ask that anyone who reads
these pages provide us with a list- .
ing of all the examples of the three
men named in your collection. For
the present the only data we are
asking for is the number and kind
of planes by each maker, with perhaps a notation of any very unusual
feature. We hope later that we can
provide you with a description of
the excellent recording system that
Ed Ingraham has been designing.
That will enable us to expand both
the amount of data and the number
of men covered. Someday we will,
perhaps, be able to say that Nicholson made 57 varieties of planes,
that he employed two or three or
however many distinct styles over
his active planemaking life. We
may even, based on some abstruse
mathematical computation, estimate
To
something about his output.
knowledge
can
similar
degree,
some
be developed about all the 18 C
group but a careful, cooperative
effort is obviously necessary.
Please begin by writing us about
your Chelors and Nicholsons. We
will assemble the information and
pass it on to Jack.

Wedge tracing
from a Wetherell
with double crowns.
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PLANE TALK
PRESENTED TO EAIA
LIBRARY

EAIA's Chronicle is a publication that
no one interested in rhykenology can
afford to be without. It appears four
times a year and we would be hard
A file of back issues of our Bulletin, pressed to name a single past issue
Plane Talk have been sent to Dan Rei- in which some aspect of rhykenologv
bel, Chairman of the Library Committee had not been explored.
of the Early American Industries Ass- Active membership ($18.00 Individual,
ociation for inclusion in their li$22.00 husband/wife) permits attendance
brary. This provides us with a reaat EAIA's meetings where one cap rub
elbows with others of similar inson to mention once more to all B-ARS
terests. Active membership also
members who are not members of EAIA
carries the privilege of voting in
the desirability of such membership.
EAIA's annual election. SubscripUse of EAIA's library alone will be
tion Membership ($12.00) provides
worth the small annual dues to the
all the benefits of Active Memberstudent and researcher. EAIA's Book
ship except meeting attendance and
Sales Program provides a continuing
of
the vote but including use of the
flow of books about all aspects
pursuits
domestic
Library and Book Sales program and
tools, trades and
A
prices.
favorable
receipt of the four annual issues of
at extremely
small purchase of books can sometimes the Chronicle. Write to:
Earl L. Soles, Jr. Membership
save the buyer more than his annual
Chairman
clues.
Director of Crafts Shops
The Colonial Williamsburg
Foundation.
-‘414wILA
17„,..
Williamsburg, Virginia 23185
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aOTES & QUERIES
Harchette Chute tells us that James Burbage, who
build-the theater which was the chief establishment of its kind when William Shakespeare came
to London, was apprenticed as a joiner and practiced his trade before becoming an actor and the-:
actrical impressario. We wonder if he ever made
and marked a plane. English collectors, on your
toes: When we published a whimsy about a Shakespeare plane a while back we were toying with
the impossible. To wonder about a Burbage plane
moves us at least a small step nearer reality, _
_possibly as far as 'highly unlikely
Seth Burchard tells us that a Dutch friend points
out that the Dutch planemaker, Nooitgedagt
was also for many years the leading Dutch maker
of fine quality skates. The friend has seen
the article on De Schaatsemaker 111-2-6, 111-2
-19 which suggests that the skatemaker illustrated by the Luiken Brothers was also a planemaker
and offers the opinion that skatemaking and
planemaking have been intertwined in Holland
for many years. Nooitgedaght, by the way can
be loosely translated as "It never occurred
. .
to me".
Another plane in the Essex Institute collection
is a gutter plane with a Newbould iron and the
mark of H.P.MOULTON, presumabllt the maker.
Moulton's name is embosed in a border of interrupted scallop shapes.
Described by one of those attending the Saiem.
meeting of EAIA was a moulding plane of greater
than standard length marked /.GATES. There is
a possibility that the "G" is a misreading of
'C" and it would be useful to hear from anyone
having a plane by the same marker.
At the Fall ( 1980) Meeting of EAIA an unusual
piece of information relating to early N.Y.C.
planemaking was observed at the Essex Institute. This was the price list or catalog of
Hoey and Taber dated 1836. Unfortunately the '
catalog was locked in a glass case and efforts
to locate the key were in vain. EAIA and B-ARS
are requesting permission from the Essex Institute director to reproduce this small multipag4t
document and you can expect to hear iiore about
it. The visible pages of the catalog included a
wood cut illustration of the firm's premises'
and the title page. The catalog is surely one
of the earliest American documents of its kind
and it is to be hoped that it will add to our
knowledge of this firm which was first noted by
the Roberts in "Planemakers...NY State." A dating which we suppose to be presumptive appears
in WPINCA. This is 1836-40. WP/CA dates the
a.Y.C. business of Robert Hoey as 1834-37 and
that of Wing Taber (perhaps the other partner)
as 1841-42. "Planemakers..." records appearances of the Hoey & Taber label including the
address given in the catalog but. adds the information that the name does not appear in city
directories.
An interesting brature of the wood cut of the
Hoey and Taber, 77 John St. shop is their sign
which is composed of a giant jointer hung vertically and bearing the word "MANUFACTORY".Four handsome beading planes in rosewood with
boxwood boxing bearing the label B.SHENEMLAA &
BRO/NO 733 MAR T ST./PHILA have been collected
by Bud Brown,. Doubtless top of the line products
by this maker, they serve as examples to the
collector of what may be looked for on prospecting expeditions especially when in the area of
Pennsylvania.
Speaking of the early 1880's, Saunders Norvell
who was for many years an employee of the Simmons Hardware Co., St. Louis, MO., wrote in his
reminiscence Forty Years of Hardware, "There
were no iron planes in those days but a great
assortment of wooden planes, made in Sandusky.
Ohio, hollows and rounds, etc., that came tied
up in pairs and were always getting untied and
causing a world of trouble. Planes did not come in nice pasteboard boxes as they do now
but were wrapped only in flimsy paper."
Though Norvell is speaking rather broadly about
the absence of iron planes, his tiny bit of detail about the wooden plane trade gives us one
more small insight into the manner in which thr
planemaker's product was marketed.

Note
Round ..
Chamfers

9 3/4" Birch

.,
a.a Salmi Mao teen.

Teciuneal School Smoothing Pane.

PRE2BREY
NORTON
THE BEGINNING OF THE
PRESBREY FAMILY
IN SOUTHEAST MASSACHUSETTS
BY
Richard T. DeAvila
William Presbrey* was born in London in 1690 and was Impressed on
a British-man-of-war until he jumped ship in Boston Harbour in 1711
at the age of 21. He then made his way to Taunton, Mass., where he
married a girl named Hannah Smith (A possible A. Smith relation - ?)
about 1725.
He had two sons, William and Joseph. Willian was a coaster and
shoemaker (Taunton was an inland port at that time.) William had 5
sons and 4 daughters. Three sons were coasters and traders and the other.
Simeon Presbery was a carpenter and lived in Norton Mass.
Simeon was born in 1758 and was married in Norton in 1781. He
moved to Vermont some time between 1810 and 1820 and died in Vermont in
1840.
Simeon had E, sons: Taunton
1792 - 1858
Simeon
1784 - 1842
Josiah
•
1785 - 1856
Daniel
1788 - ?
James
1796 - 1823
Alfred
Twins
Bradford 1796 - 1818
I recently obtained 7 planes stamped 2.. PRE2BREY, NORTON. with readable stamps and two 2. PREaBREY NORTON with very faint stamps. In the
same box were numerous planes that appeared to be of the same maker but
the stamps ( if there were any) were worn off, and unreadable.
PRE2BREY Norton planes has a crude owner's stamp SP
One of the
This indicates to me that Simeon Sr. is the maker
stamp.
makers
the
over
(1758 to between 1810-182e in Norton.) and his son Simeon 1782 - 1858
overstamped his father's mark.
JP owner stamp pro—
All a PRE2BREY planes are also stamped with a
bably Josiah or James. (See Simeon's sons).)
In the same box were several S. PRESBREY planes with the S's in the
correct position. I believe these to be a later stamp (Late Simeon Sr.
or Simeon Jr.). There was also an H. WETHEREL IN NORTON with an SP owner stamp, (not the same stamp as on Simeon Sr's plane).
I believe that Simeon Sr. was probably an apprentice to H.Wetherel
in Norton alsong with Henry's son before the Wetherel's moved to Chatham„
Connecticut before 1790.
*he information on the Presbrey Family has been obtained by the writer
from an account written in 1845 by Seth Presbrey who was a great grandson
of William Presbrey.
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NOTES & QUERIES
In V-1-16 we said that Mel Phaff had found the
mark, W.E BELCH/VT. and posed a comparison with
Booth Tarkington wrote three books about a twelve
W.B.Belch/ NY. From Bob Graham come a note that
year old boy named Penrod. They enjoyed great
he
owns a W.B. Belch/NY which confirms that the
popularity and were reprinted many times. Today
_Diddle initials are different as believed. ._.
they are largely forgotten, which is too bad beWilliam B. Belch is listed by the Roberts in
cause they are very amusing books with a strong
"Planemakers.....N.Y." beginning in 1831 but
flavor of Mid-America as it entered into the
he is not listed as a planemakez until the
twentieth century. We mention them because the
1850 census. Whether W E Belch/NY and W B Belch/
third of the books, Penrod Jashber contains a
Vt. were related is, of course, problematical.
paragraph freighted with nostalgia for rhykenoFrom Reed Thompson comes a report of two crown
philes:
moulders both double stamped. The stamps are
"(He) paused to watch two carpenters who were
embossed sawtooth rectangles and read R:HOPE
engaged in planing boards to a miraculous smoothand L.McCORMICK . They are both upside down on
ness for a stable in process of erection near
the toe end. The planes have wide, flat chamby. Nothing is much more fascinating to a boy,
•
fers nicely stopped on vertical corners. The
and Penrod almost forgot his toubles as he gazed
totes are open with a securing screw at the front
at the thin shavings curling forth from the skilof the flat base. There are applied, fixed
ful planes that moved so steadily and with such
fences which are nicely moulded. There are no
a pleasant, crisp sound along the planks. It
lay out lines or spring scribing. One plane is
seemed marvelous and yet easy: he wished the
somewhat broader than the other: they are
carpenters would let him try; he believed he
throughbored for a cross handle. The starts
could do it."
are diamond shaped.
We know one small boy who shared Penrod's opinion until what was then called Manual TrainFrom Joe Dziadul's Heritage House list of Dec.
ing gave him the opportunity to put it to the
1979 come the following interesting items:
test of actually planing a board. He learned
A 5,1.6" bead plane marked with the imprints of
the valuable lesson that looking "easy" is often
both G.DAVIS and E.JONES, makers with these
an illusion produced by skill hard won by carenames appear in BP II but as individual labels.
ful effort and much practice.
A further observation of W.FOOD earlier noticed in B-ABS but otherswise not recorded. On
periodically
a groove match plane.
The Woodcraft Supply Corporation
POND & WELLS on a complex moulding plane. This
publishes a catalog of superior tools for woodwide
a
includes
is usually Pond Malcom & Wells but I think alworkers. Their list always
Not
metal.
and
wood
ready noticed in B-ABS.
variety of planes, both of
2" bead. Believe this is record/
W.FELLOWS on a 1
many other suppliers offer such tools (we will
felt
we
and
issues)
future
ed.
mention a few in
2" bead.
/
R.JUSON & CO/HAMILTON on a 1
that perhaps some of our members were not
Another appearance of the initials C.S. on
aware of Woodcrafters catalog and might want
an otherwise unmarked plane. This one is a
to explore a source of new planes of both tra5/8" bead.
ditional and modern design. A recent list inC.R.MASON & CO on a plow.
cluded "brass finger" planes, (two designs emA 14 3/4" lignum vitae razee plane marked
braci g eight planes), carver's planes, palm
similar
MADE BY F.P.EASTMAN.
planes, more that 15 wooden planes, a
planes,
metal
A bookbinder's plow marked J.BRADFORD/PORTLAND.
group of Stanley and Stanley-type
Joe-points out that it is interesting and unusual
and a goup of Japanese wooden planes. The catis:
address
Woodcrafter's
to find a maker of carpenters tools marking
alog costs $1.00
bookbinder's tools as well. No bookbinder's plow
313 Mountvale Ave., Woburn, Mass. 01888.
we remember seeing was marked although we believe they are in the same tradition as the
A confirmation of S DEAN, IV- 1-13 has been sent
joiner's plow if for no other reason than the
us by Dave Soang.
.
shared name.
A #16 round marked BELCHER BROS/PROVIDENCE/RI
S.NEEL/WHEELING, VA on a crown moulder is reA skewed rabbet converted into a rounder marported by Bud Steere in his July, 1980 list.
ed W.SCOTT/P/TTSBG.
A STEAD on a plow of 18th C. appearance.
Seth Burchard sorts us out on an Elmira, N.Y.
TURNER & GREEN on a #6 round of 18 C charactermaker W.H.SPALDING. Though the family name was
istic. This is a turnaround of Green & Turner
spelt with a "u", Spalding apparently intended
listed by Bill Goodman in BP II.
that it should be dropped for it appears in the
Another example of the MATHEWMAN & CO/NEW
simpler version on his marks W.H.SPALDING & CO/
HAVEN on the heel of a moulder marked SANDUSKY
ELMIRA, N.Y. a mark composed on an arc containTOOL CO.
ing the name over a bar with the address.
W.WARREN/NASHUA on a 21 3/8" fore plane.
A jack plane marked W.M.BRICHARD/MAKER.
descendant
Sherwood Chamberlain who is a Fuller
Another plane bearing both the mark of J.
of
Fuller
is interested in infornation on D.
SANDERSON and that of S.SHEPARD/BUFFALO/NY
that
say
Fuller
West Gardner, Me. We have to
J.C.JEWETT/WATERVILI2 on a bead plane.
is one of the most interesting and important
A hollow olane of 18C characteristics marked
planemaking
American
of
history
names in the
H.GRANGER. (Graham Effect)
of
known
is
what
expand
to
like
and we would
the many Fullers in the plane line.
From Dale CaiPenter PoMes several names observed
on moulders. We do not find these in the standOn a plane owned by Charles Kopf is the label
ard list:
JACUD & S. SH/CK/STRASSBURG.
H R TEFFT 1803 incised
J.STRODE - with three flower or sunburst deArticles in recent Chronicles of the EAIA about
vices
- incised.
St. Louis, Mo. planemakers and planemaking
T.BOOTH - embossed, sawtooth rectangle
hardware merchants by George Murohy are must
J.0 ? HEMICK
reading for those interested in the development
of the business in this area.

Relieved wedge from a bead marked / P.

A CURIOUS COUPLE
L.S. AND D.H.
WERE THEY CONFRERES ?
The stylistic similarity of the D H wedge illustrated in IV-3 p. 15 and of the wedge of L S. , who
is believed to be L.SAMPSON, is rendered even more
suggestive by comparison of the two boxed initial
marks with their similar "Christman Tree" elements
between the letters. L.S. and L. Sampson planes have
been collected in several contexts within New England.
The weight of opinion is that the two marks represent
the same man that he was probably a planemaker. The
L.S. mark has also been noted as a second mark on a
Jo. Fuller plane. Fuller also used the relieved wedge
but of a pattern slightly different than those of L.S.,
L. SAMPSON and D.H. Based on their use of the relieved
wedge convention and on the Jo Fuller/LS plane it seems
possible and even likely.that L.S., L.SAMPSON and D.H.
had some, more than casual, connection with Fuller. We
are left wondering who D.H. was. One possible avenue
for exploration is provided by the listing of D.Hubbard
in the "Names Alone" section of WPINCA. A tracing of a
D.HUBBARD wedge and a description of a D.HUBBARD plane
and maker's mark would be of interest in pursuing this.
D. Hubbard is not the only planemaker of that surname,
of course. Horace Hubbard, the partner of Alonzo
Parker, should be kept in mind. Mr. Hubbard's alliterative appellation launches us into a sea of fancy when
we recall that the initials HH have been several times
reported on the toe ends of Henry Wetherel planes.

ff' 0-1

Mou/son Brafliers 2nciouble iron.
Sole 2 34 by 9'/2 inches.

e
This iron plane has an oil well built into
it under the iron. The well,marked "W" in the
sketch,has two small holes drilled in the bottom through which the oil seeps on to the sole
of the plane. This well was filled with cotton
waste to retard the flow of oil.
A search through the patent records,trying
to find a clue as to who made theplane,has led
to a dead end. Of ten patents for oiling devices
none are like the plane in the sketch.
The plane when found was a bundle of rust,
this together with the fact that the original
casting was none too good,makes it hard to be
exactly sure of the initials that are cast into
the toe of the plane. The "N" and "J" are probably right,but the "G" could turn out to be
"Cu.

ii

I am in hopes that some one will recognize
these initials and thus identify the maker
of this plane.

Ii

Bill Hilton

w B. H.

PRICES REALIZED AT ARNOLD & WALKER SALE
Recorded By Alan G. Bates

(We had hoped to run this information earlier since in these days of
inflation plane prices continue to climb. However, as a bench mark
of values, the list is still of great usefulness and we are reprinting it now with apologies for our long delay - Editor.)
On April 23 & 24, 1979 Arnold & Walker's stock in trade was
sold by Christie's in London.
knocked down at record prices.

Many planes of major importance were
As an unsuccessful participant in

this auction (bidding through an English contact) I expect members
of BARS will find of great interest certain selected price information from this sale. Prices shown are converted from the English
pound and rounded to the nearest $5 or $10.

Condition is questionable,

not being accurately described in most cases.

I understand that many

of the moulders were pretty shoddy, especially where more than one
were sold in a lot.
Early Makers
. 600 Metal Planes
Robert Wooding cove/astragal. Norris jack, patent screw adj.
Cogdell round

85

Norris coffin smoother

660
175

Cogdell hollow

145

Spiers dovetailed smoother, Norris iron

I.Cogdell smoother

125

Spiers screw-adj. smoother, handle

155

I.Cogdell hollow

105

/
2 " steel shoulder plane
Spiers 11

175

95 ISpiers 14" dovetailed iron plane

Jennion ovolo
Jennion ogee

145 IStanley No. 1, good cond.

Jennion ovolo

145

Ha;ey round.

.100

Haiey'round, very good

80

Owen ovolo, poor cond.

135

.270

350
'490

Stanley No. 113 compass

100

Stanley 55 in box, all accessories

250

Gabriel dovetailed mitre, brass sides

580

Badger 11
/
2 " gunmetal shoulder plane

.210

40 'Buck 15" dovetailed jack plane, rosewood
stuffed 450
Phillipson round
115
/
2 " dovetailed shoulder plane '135
Mathieson 11
Phillipson hollow
.100
490
Price gunmetal shoulder plane
Phillipson rev. ogee
80
s
Chariot plane, iron
Ponder, triple reed
85
130
Brass bullnose, ebony wedge
Gabriel, spar plane
145
185
ebony wedge
I.Cogdell & Fitkin (2)
95 Gunmetal bullnose,
210
Brass & ebony 1/2" shoulder plane
Burman 7" long
95
Phillipson round, wormy

Gabriel pair snipe bills 80

Dovetailed smoother, rosewood stuffed

135

185
17" Iron plane, decorative ends, walnut
stuffed

Miscellaneous Planes
Cowell & Chapman, sash fillester

125

Greenslade plow, 8 irons

1 65

Marples plow, 8 irons

115

Bewley plow, screw stern

230

Dutch schaaf, 8"

700
2270

Dutch carved panel plane, dated 1740

660

Dutch carved panel plane, no date

2270

Dutch 15" jack, carved, dated 1726
Chamfer plane, adj. solid brass sole

580

Chamfer plane, homemade 18th c.

135

Chamfer plane, boxwood, hollow wedge

145

Another similar

125

Chamfer plane, small, hollow wedge

125

Pair staircase handrail planes

270

Pattern maker's wooden cove box plane

210

Three airtight-case makers planes

165

Pattern makers plane, 18 soles

230

Pair curved & compassed thumb planes

270

Coachmakers tailed rebate, lignum v.

310

French plow, fruitwood

210

Gabriel spar plane

145

Boxwood smoother

185

2 mother planes, 2 floats, 8 templates

350

Planemakers vice
Witchet, wooden screws

•

515
135

Total income from this sale was about $130,000 for 1043 lots.
Highest prices paid were E 1100 each ($2270) for the two carved and
dated Dutch planes and the same amount for a Holtz#pffel ornamental
turning lathe with many accessories.

Alan G. Bates

In his list of July 1980 Bud Steere gives us a
group of presumptive makers names:
J.HERRICK, wide flat chamfers
ASA MILLER, 18th C appearance
R.SWAIN (ROWE, MASS?) 18 C appearance
I MOORS, early looking zig zag stamp
W.FOOD, (this is another sighting of a
maker previously reported in B ARS Plane Talk)
H.LOVEJOY/WAYNE (Bud compares D. Lovejoy/
Lowell, Mass, listed in WPINCA for 1870-71)
S NEEL/WHEELING, VA
MFG BY A.E.DAMON (This is on an apparently
craftsman-made, one-off, fenced jointer which
uses a Stanley block plane blade and adjustment.'
But you never can tell. Anyone ever heard of
._
A E Damon?)
In his March 1980 list John Moody reports the
following names which appear to be those of
makers:

The 20th issue of the Iron Horse Catalog has
some interesting marks:
.pair snipe bills, overstruck maker's mark
appears to be S.R.CUTTILL
•
.bead, L & C H HILL/OMINCY, ILL.
.bead, GEORGE DUNN/TAV/STOCK/DEVOM
.dado, E.P.EARL
plow, H.WELLS/WILLIAMSBURGH/MASS. also struck
Wm H LIVINGSTON & CO/NEW YORK.
Joe Dziadul published a list in Dec.'79 which
has some interesting new marks.
.rounding plane, W.E. PERRY/WT HAVEN, "This
clears up uncertainty in Roberts about this
maker, 18 C characteristics."
.moulder, S.?2,PRATT/BUFT4L0
.iron howel NAM BY C.P.CLOSE/ROCHESTER, N.Y.
.plane iron, ROBERT TREBOR/BHEFFIELD

F. DALLIKER
W. PAPE with a crown stamp.
Jack Clouser's Spring 1980 catalog contains i
planes with the following name stamps. Are
they makers?
KIMBERLY & SON
S. REIMER
SCHMIEDING & WOLFING/ST. LOUIS, MO.
W.R/GLEY
O.WHITEHOUSE & SONS
Bob Cameron notes an iron marked J.POPPLING/NY
in an arch and bar stamping. The iron was
found in a cast iron shoulder plane of typically
English design.
A plane, the like of which we do not remember
ever having seen before, has been collected by
Bob Pomeroy. It is a species of bench plane
with a low angle iron. While somewhat like a
block plane the stock is a giant twelve inches
long. Beautifully made, it is no one-off adapttation by some professional woodworker for it
bears the label of H(ENRY) L. NARRAMORE who
worked in both Cummington and Goshen, Mass. in
the late 19th C. The heavy, single, Clover
brand iron which is still as sharp as your
Mother-in-law's tongue, is bedded right side up
despite the low angle. Can anyone tell us
about the purpose of this unusual model?
In John Moody's Dec.'79 list are:
.wedge arm sash plane of 18 C appearance marked
D.RIDER in a sawtooth border.
.pump plane of 18 C appearance mark M.WENTZ in a
sawtooth rectangle.
In his June '80 list:
moulder, J.O.WILBUR, 18th C with relieved
wedge, flat chamfers.
sidebead, J.LADD, 18 C wide chamfers.
round, J.LADD, 18C, relieved wedge
dado, J.SURIES
V-shaped gunmakers ramrod plane, IVAN ZANT
or I. VAN ZANT/ GEORGETOWN R.
crown moulder, ISAAC WILLEY (Phil.style)
round, J.ANGERMER
side bead, I.COOLEY
hollow crown, S.TAYLORI 18 C.
triplebead, I.COOLEY 18C
moulder, J.W.FITCH
tablehinge plane, S HODKIN
sidebead HORNER & SON/PHIL
t & g W.SEENE
hollow A.G.HICKS/MAKER/CLEVELAND, OHIO
Garland Spicer sends us a rubbing of a toe end
mark which reads H.B(/).RICHARDS/LYNCHBURGH.
The spelling of the town is an obsolete one
but ne opines it represents Lynchburg, Va. since
the plane was found in that state.
Jim Blower asks if THOS.FIRTH is a Canadian
maker. Jim has seen examples of
FIRTHS work only in Canadian planes.

plane iron

An example of the relieved wedge
school from a plane marked
E NEWELL on a 9 3/4" self fenced
rabbet of birch.
•
The Chronicle of EAIA has recently printed the.
text of an advertisement from the POSTMAN of
1700 inserted by Thomas Granford, 756IEET7er,
who lived at the sign of the 3 Plane-makers
(no mistake) on Queen Street near Cheapside,
London. Granford said he "...maketh and selleth
all sorts of Joyners and Carpenters Tooles,
,where any Artificers or Merchants may be furnished with greater or lesser quantities of the
best sort, and to prevent abuses, I mark with
my name at length Instead of T.d. (our emphasis)
plane similar to the
We understand a
known Granford examples has shown up in a West
Coast collection. Bill Goodman, who brought
this advertisement to our attention sometime
ago believes that it was Thomas Granford II of
his discussion of the Granfords in BP II.
Apparently the earliest marking convention in
English tool making was to use initials. We
point out the similarity to the Dutch practice.
We believe we committed one of our too frequent
typos in 1V-3 page 12 when we quote L. LANPRON
from Bud Steere's list. It should bF I LANPRON.

THE IRON COMBINATION PLANE•2
SIDE ADJUSTMENT DETAILS
RELEASE THE FENCE THUMB SCREW,
AND POSITION TOTHE DISTANCE REQUIRED
'THEN RE-FASTEN THE THUMB SCREW
(ADJUST IF NECESSARY)
AND TEST

o

DEPTH ADJUSTMENT DETAILS
RELEASE THE DEPTH GAUGE THUMB
SCREW, AND POSITION TOTNE DISTANCE
REQUIRED. THEN RE -FASTEN THE
THUMBSCREW AND TEST
(ADJUST IF NECESSARY)

DEPTH GAUGE THUMB -.,
SCREW

0

SETTING REQUIREMENTS
A FAIRLY FINE
SHAVING

Matthews
PICTORIAL WOODWORK, Book II, J.
London
Ltd.
Arnold
& J.D. Kerr, Edward
1964

NOTES & QUERIES
Seth Burchard asks if any one can fill him in
on the name of a plane iron maker, the legible
part of whose stamp reads: M.S
/EAGLE
WORKS
-TERVILLE/N.Y./WARRANTED CAST STEEL.
The dots are only approximate representations
of the missing letters. Seth's search has turned up only Waterville and Centerville, N.Y.
but nothing to show that one of these is the
address.
We know from the research of Anne and Don Wing
that Aaron Smith was a blacksmith as well as a
planemaker and that he made plane irons. Bud
Brown is lucky enough to own an A SMITH plane
with an iron clearly stamped A.S. Do other collectors know of the existence of A.S. irtIns in
Smiths or other planes?
Should we make a
distinction between
planes and gauges?
They share aany features although their
Handled Palle,' Gauge.
functions may differ.
Bob Graham tells of a T BRE--; possibly T.BRETT
on a moulder of American beech. It also bears
the tiny boxed initial stamp J.J.P.

Alan Bates suggests an easy way of reproducing
the fore ends of planes with their marks.Access
Ito a good office copier is a requisite. Take a
soft stick of chalk. Rub the chalk thoroughly
over the name stamp lightly with a finger tip
until the desired clarity is achieved. Excess
white areas around the stamp can be removed
with a slightly moistened fingertip or eraser.
If the chamfering outline is desired this can
also be brought out with chalk. Choose a time
when your copier is not surrounded by curious
secretaries who may call the funny farm if they
observe your operations. Stand the planes,toe
end downi on the glass surface. First remove
the irons and wedges for better balance. Five
moulders are about what can be managed without
problems with the cover. Press the button and
you're in business. Excess darkened areas can
be scraped away and cosmetic sharpening of the
letters can be achieved by careful pencil work.
Cut out each label and mount on white paper for
re-reproduction. The original repro will, of
course, serve as a good record without the
need to cut and remount. Chalk is easily removed with a damp sponge.
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An unrecorded S.MORRILL on a jackplane which appears
A complex moulder with dark, hardwood boxing a
to be birch and has a CTOSS pinned open tote and
la the Philadelphia school (lignum vitae or rose
other early characteristics has been collected by
marked ALEXANDER in small letters in a sawwood)
George Murphy. We have had reports of N.B. Morrill
is reported by Dan Semel.
border
tooth
and WPINCA lists A.P. Morrill in the "Names Alone"
section and B. Morrill in Bangor, Me. A Bangor directory entry for an Amos Morrill, no occupation but
- • with the address of Hatch's Mills,has been found.
has noted a Dutch plane with the imprint, I
.SVE
Benjamin Morrill was a toolmaker at Pearson's Mills
1BIGGELAAR on the toe emnossed in a rectangle.
in Bangor in 1834. Later he is listed as a joiner
jOn the heel appear the boxed initials CHV and
and a "gentleman". Were all these gentlemen re'ADV.
lated and was S. Morrill the progenitor?

From Richard Howe comes this note: "I recently
collected a plane (one of twenty ,American
makers 1830-1840, in a wooden chest). Several
details of this plane were interesting - a handmade owner-maker (?) stamp marked J.ASHCRAFT deep chamfers front and back. The annual rings
of the beech wood run vertically. Only one
other plane in my collection (a snipe'sbillhomemade) is made this way. Has this principle
been researched?

[0: Asfic-

In their catalog of April 1980, Don and
Anne
Wins show many attractive planes. Among them
were some interesting marks.
.German plow, G.AHERNS/HAMBURG
.Handled, two iron crown moulder.
MVICAR/PERTH, also marked j.DOBIE, 205
Argyle St.
.Tooth Diane, D.MALLOCH/FERTH also marked
J.WILLEY/4 SWINEOATE/LEEES
.Core and bead, WM. DON

.a0TES & QUERIES
WEBSTER & BUTTERFIELD of N.CHELASFORD, MASS.,
have been reported bv Dave Spang who finds them
in Local records between 1872 and 1875. Dave
is not sure whether they are planemakers, hardware dealers or both.
Ed Ingraham, whose cataloging system is as
good as any we've ever seen, provides this
illustration made originally to record the
appearance of important details on the back
of his catalog record of the G.LAFE plane.
It is probably mere coincidence that a Thomas
Lake worked in Winchester UK from 1830 - 1850.

A similar plane to the one listed by Anne and
Don Wing which is labeled by both DOBIE and
McVICAR is awned by Jack Gorlin. The two
labels read WARRANTED/j. DOSE?, and J.McVICAR/
PERTH and are on a raising plane.

I

The labels M L DUSTIN/LAWRENCE, MASS and JACOB
ROGERS & CO/LOWELL, MASS have been recorded by
Dave Spang.
Although women planemakers were not common, a
number have been identified, At least some of
these were the relics of planemakers who managed
the family businesses after the deaths of their
husbands. Some, however, apparently worked at
the bench. We don't know for sure about Mrs.
Esther Walker who is listed as a plane manufacturer in Cincinnati, Ohio in 1829. She appears to have been the wife of a planemaker
named Jesse Walker who worked in the same city
as early as 1825. More important, we don't know
if she ever labeled planes in her awn name but
we'd surely like to 'find one if she did. Her
name appears in WPINCA but is given as Ester
Waker, perhaps a variant directory listing.
•
A piece in a recent EAIA Chronicle by In Borkowski traces the planemaking career of Leonard
Kennedy and quotes some interesting, if rather
hostile, oaragraphs about him and his activities
in Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Len also discusses the
cousins, Henry J. Nazro and John G. Nazro, who
were makers (or merchants)of planes in Milwaukee
and describes several unrecorded Nazro labels.
ASA MITTFR on a '1-groove, 18th C plane was offered in Bud Steere's July 1980 list.
In the list of an auction conducted in April
1980 at Norwich (England, not U.S.A.) by Tyrone
Roberts are a harvest of unrecorded marks:
BRITTON
HANDS
MINZTXS (2 more sightings)
N.HOLMAN & SONS/ST.JUST/PENZANCE (on a picture framers' mitre shoot plane)
AKERS (10" moulder)
W.RICHARESON
W.STOCKENS
ROBE
A sighting of R.A.MITCHELL on a compass plane
of very early appearance is reported by Marion
Henley.
Paul Kebabian reports sightings of three names
listed in WPINCA "Names Alone". The are D.
HUBBARD, F.CABCT, and J.BAGLEY.

The report in 111-3 of G.LAXE is commented on
by Ed Ingraham who has a plane with the same
name stamped on it. Ed. believes there is evidence in the construction of his well proportioned quirked ogee that indicates that the
maker was not a professional. Chisel marks
on the bed, the absence of boxing and lack of
size marking all incline him to believe that
while G. Lake may have been a professional
woodworker he may niThave been a planemaker except for personal consumption. He estimates
the making of the plane at C 1800 based on
stylistic
considerations.
-

On aoprung moulder with broad flat chamfers
but of standard length collected by Bob Pomeroy
Is incised
. DUBLIN stamped in the usual .
place for maker's labels. The plane, one of
several which belonged to an owner who stamped
his tools J.B. Griffin, has no other markings.
On the other Griffin tools we have examined,
the only stampings are those of Griffin and
known makers. We therefore assume that the
DUBLIN may be an unrecorded maker.
A plane with the unusual boxed initial stamp
N D 2 has been collected by Sob Graham. Besides
this interesting feature it has a relieved wedge which is, however of the ovoid, 19th C style.
The plane is well and professionally made but
it bears no other mark than the boxed initials
set twice in the pattern of a backward L on the
*zoe
.
A report of H.L.BERGER/HAMBURG on a compass horn
plane comes to us from Bill HermanekProm Orland Eajicek* comes word of a plow plane
marked S.F.PRATT/BUFFALO. This label which has
not been previously listed is undoubtedly that
of Samuel F. Pratt who, the Roberts tell us in
"Planemakers....In N.Y. State..." was the proproprietor of PRATT & CO/BUFFALO. The label
of the latter firm is pictured in "PLANEMAXERS".
The recent catalog issued by Anne and Don Wing a very handsome publication - lists a Thos. Grant
plane with the crowned initials, R and L. This
combination does not appear in the list compiled
by Dan Semel in his excellent monograph on
Grant. Other unrecorded instances pop up periodically. May we suggest that, if you have not
reported on any Grant that you are lucky enough
to have in your collection, you do so. It is
only through the accumulation of information
that we will be able to answer the many questions that still remain about this fascinating figure. In the long run, further work will
add to the value of your awn specimens just as
the attention given Grant has already increased
the value of his planes from a few dollars to
a substantial three figures. Report either directly to Dan or to your editor.
C.DONAT/PO'KEPSIE/WARRANTED, a maker or dealer
unreported in WPINCA has been observed numerous
times by Dan SAmel who has collected two items
by this labeler. They are 9 3/8" long, of
beech and of 19 C style. The marks are embossed
in straight sided rectangles except the word
WARANTMD which is incised.

NOTES & QUERIES
Among the group who used the relieved wedge
we find: B.DEAN, H.WETHEREL IN NORTON, THOMAS
GRANFORD (if the wedge in the Paul Kebabian
plane is original*) JOSEPH FULLER, AARON SMITH,
L. SAMPSON, CESAR CHELOR, J. TABER, N.TABER,
E.Z.BAXTER, J.TINKHAM, D.H., A. HALL, I HITCHCOK, J.G.YORK, FULLER Se'FIELD, SAM'L DRUSE,
D N (R or B) C, B.CREHORE, S.HILL, J.WHISTON,
RICHARD M. FIELD, S.B.,JONATHAN TOWER, A STEAD,
ISAAC FIELD, FRANCIS NICHOLSON, JETHRO JONES,
E.BRIGGS, S POMEROY, A.BROWN, ARNOLD -& FIELD,
DAVID CLARK, E.B., JOHN NICHOLSON and a number of makers whose planes have either been
skinned or were never marked in the first place.
Perhaps you can add to the list.
* We should remember in this connection that
Bill Goodman has reported another ancient English plane with a relieved wedge. The toe end
of the plane which has a Robert Moore iron has
unfortunately been skinned of its maker's
name.

-
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,From George Murphy comes a harvest of marks:
GLENN & DUKE/PHILAD (suggesting that Roberts'
"Glenn & Duff" may have been a misreading)
B.DEAN, a sharply chamfered panel-raising plane,
looks early and I have not seen it listed before
(iron is marked W. Butcher.with a thistle)
GEORGE WIEGAND (single, slotted iron, Ohio Tool
Co.)
WHITING & SLARK/NEW ORLEANS (iron not original
J.KELLOGG/CLEVELAND, 0
R.BICKERSTAFF (a compass rabbet, iron missing)
A.WALKER (iron unmarked)
i
J.DONALDSON/J.H.HALL/J.CREAGH/CIN /OHIO (iron
marked Hildick)
Some other imprints I have not .
seen listed are:
D.L.RUTH (or Rap) on a horned compass plane
M.DETER, PHILAD__ oh a crown mold with offset
tote (iron missing)
D.F.ABBOT on a plow with
"D" shaped arms
fixed by wooden thumbscrews (iron marked "C")
H.& J.C.TAYLOR, Cincinnati (iron Way & Sherman,
cast steel)
G.HASTINGS & CO, Cleveland, 0 (iron unmarked)
J.FAST in ZB on a coachmaker's pistol grip
hollow (iron unmarked)"
S.FELCH stamped three times on a beech bead is
reported by Dan Semel. Dan believes Felch was
a maker for the first stamp was a small and probably imperfect S FELCH in the maker's position.
That had been over stamped with a larger mark
that was apparently unsatisfactory and the large
mark was struck again on the bottom of the toe.

'-s

Mike Cotroneo

vEws / P

A

Wedges by Joseph Fuller and Aaron
Smith as re-traced from tracings
by Anne and Don Wing in their
Catalogue Number 8.

. NOTES & QUERIES :
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From Don Wood comes a sketch of a plane labelled DRYBURGH/N.E.HOPE/ONT./. This place name
appears in WPINCA as New Hope. Dave Perch who
has been researching Canadian planemakers has
been unable to pinpoint the Dryburgh location
in P.O. directories, gazetteers or atlases.
Dave's home is in Canada and he has had a wealth
of source material to prospect in but he says
this one is a puzzler. Perhaps someone in London or Los Angeles will have an answer.

charaDavid Truesdale reports a plane of 18 C
CAULDWALL.
&
DARBEY
mark
the
cteristics with
The two names appear in a single strike. The
,
mark,is in caps and lower case and .the top
the
of
height
border is uneven, following the
individual letters. A space presumably with
more letters or a device follows the last L in.
Cauldwall but whatever was intended to show isi
not visible. Dave thinks it may Shave been a
crown stamp.

Names of men listed as planemakers in Newark,
N.J. directories, who do not appear in WPINCA,
are given below. Some of these men may have
been bench hands and not in business for themselves. Examples of their labels, if they exist
would be useful.
1836-37
Thomas Burns, planemaker
1836-37
George W. Andrus(s), wholesale
plane factory
1835-36-37
Farrand & Gould, plane and machine makers/brass and iron
turners.
1835-36-37
John King, planemaker
1835-36-37
John A. King, planemaker
1837
Timothy B. Noe, planemaker
1835
Parkhurst & Coe (probably Charles
Parkhurst, planemaker and Joseph
D. Coe, turner)
1836-37
Charles Parkhurst, planemaker
1835•-36
John B. Searing, planemaker
(John D. Searing, 1836-37, planemaker appears in the directory
and is listed in WPINCA. Perhaps
John B. and John D. are the same
man although their dates overlap.
WPINCA also gives James Searing).
1835-36
John Teasman, planemaker
1837
David Wills, planemaker
Besides this group there are some ambiguous
entries.
1835-36-37
John P. Conger, tool manufacturer
Henry Homer, general tool maker
Isaac Pierson, tool maker.
J.HERRICK, on a moulder was offered by Bud
Bteere in his July 1980 list.
On a smooth plane of cherry appears the name
P.KANTZ in large letters inside a faint and fine
sawtooth border. The plane was collected by
Dan Semel.

I!:-1117C1t4;(731.
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For those who have not seen the famous Felibien
plate from which Joseph Moxon copied some of
his plane illustrations we reproduce this copy.

• 1,..;
B. 2

B. 3

tnirm,77777-4.
B.

B. 5
0757.7.74774171
Z. 6

4

The Moxon interpretation of the Felibien planes
plus a smooth plane of rather more modern form.

14,

1.10TES & QUERIES
From Bob Seifert comes word of two interesting
planes:
R.WHITE on a 10" moulder of some wood other
than beech
I.DOGGETT/DEDHAM on a 9 7/8" steel skate fastened by homemade rivets.
A round plane embossed ROGERS in a rectangle is
in the collection of Jack Kebabian. It has the ,
flat chamfers of an old timer and a wedge with
a round finial. The throat has been filled in
with a wedge-shaped piece held in place by a
woodempin. It is very old work and may be
original.

f

Lew Cooper tells us that if anyone wants steel
name stamps like those used to mark planes and
other wooden objects that they are available
from
EYRE & BAXTER (STAMPCRAFT) LTD
229 DERBYSHIRE LAND
SHEFFIELD S 8'8SD U.K.
Lew bought four for $87.00 but we assume the
price differs with the number of letters. Lew
says this is cheaper than U.S. sources he had
canvassed. The stamps come with a bronze finish.
We have seen a sample of their marking and they
work very well.

Dave Spang provides this extract from the
"American Mechanics Magazine", Vol II
No 40, Dec. 29, 1825. The magazine was
the precursor of the "Franklin Journal"
And, first, beech is in general and ought to be always used, fur
the purpose of the stocks, handles Szc.
as it is of a tough texture, and not
liable to split or warp so much as any
other. Nowthere are two kinds of
beech, usually known by the names
of black or red beech, and the white
beech; the former i, by far the best
in every respect, and may be always
known by its colour and texture,
whicb,is darker and inure hard in substance; the white is also more apt to
warp. and 60011 weara is ids tsie ; • it
should therefore always be rejected
as improper. Again, if you examine
a piece of beech endways, you will
perceive the grain ruu in streaks,
which, among workineu, is called the
teat of the wood ; and in all planes
this grain or beat, which is the Lard '
fibrous particles of the wood, should
run in a direction perpendicular to the
face oldie plane, which in that case
appears full of little hard specks
whereas. if the beat runs parallel to
the face, it will appear in 'irregular
streaks, which situation of the grain
should always be avoided, as the face
will be apt to wear uneven, and more
subject to warp and twist
Again,
in siitr-bitniles and stocks (orbits, the
beat should run in the same direction
as the saw-blade, or in the same direction as the stock, when laid on its side.
, In moulding-planes it is very frequently the case, that 'pieces of box are let
into that part of the face that forms
the,quirls of the mouldiugs; „but that,
when postibl6;should be avoided, as,
the texture of the two woods- are very
different, and the different temperaImo of the aunospitere will came a
differi nce in their contraction; and
cowoquenty the plane will be liable
to ca, i, If it is at adsj. time introduced
it small piece
I svolit.1 recommend
just at the mouth of the plane,
dovetail J iii, which is ill not be so apt
to ‘11,ralli4, the :10 . 1.11. 1C) Of tile el Ane.
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A PILASTER PLANE
by
A.BARNES.

AMORY BARNES?
SEE PLANETALK ,
THE BARNES

FAMILY", -BY "RoeER. K.
SMITH.

(indexes: 3
4

Castings of labels from a Standard Rule Company plane, a
S R & L iron and a marking gauge made by Dave Spang by a
process he developed.

6

No iron mark

Very little chamfer
at top

Both planes have
similar wedges

One of a pair of hollow and round marked A HATHAWAY in a sawtooth
border. Collected by Michael Coryea

-

Zahnleistenhobel
—Stop Chamfer Plane.

-Old Woman's Tooth Plane.

Eric Gannicott fills us in on PARRY who we mentioned in IV-3 p.15 with a note about an unrecorded mark. Parry & Son were (and may still ,
be) in business as tool dealers. They used at
one time a Sundial Brand logo. Their location
was very close to that of TYZACK & SON LTD., a
much older firm, but on the opposite side of
the street.
ROSS & ALEXANDER (iV-4-10) Eric believes is
the mark of another London tool dealer located
in Bishopgate at the Liverpool Street Railway
Station. He remembers a Ross & Alexander attributed to Liverpool and believes this was the
result of a bad stamping of the address.
Allan Bates has acquired an example of the work
of Benjamin Armitage known previously only from
the records. The mark B.AAMITAGE is embossed on
a 10" ogee of very early characteristics.
Another report of DUBLIN, this time on a side
bead comes in the Sept. 1980 catalog of
Jock Moody.

A pair of hollow and round planes of birch belonging to Michael Corvea are stamped A HATHAWAY
in a sawtooth border. We suppose this is as close
this is as close as we will ever get to an item
from the tool kit of Willian Shakespeare.
P.WASH on a 91
/
2 " birch round(?) with a relieved
wedge has been noted by Bob Graham.
, We
feel this maker should certainly join forces
with TUBBS who has been reported.
Ever alert Rhykenophile Dan Semel has' reported a -liVioirch FULLER t7-rtELD with a boxed
initial mark. This mark is either S.V. or.V.S.
In a sawtooth border.The mark would normally be
assumed to be S-V. but the S is backward leaving some doubt about the die cutter's intention.
SVE has acquired a 10" boxed bead of birch
by FULLER&FIELD. It also has the boxed
initials GA in a sawtooth border.

A cooper's Jointer with an iron marked W.FIELD
has been acquired by Lew Cooper. We have now
Jock Moody's Sept 1980 catalog offers planes
had
reoorts of W. Fiera=1 --Trom Larry Cohen,
by:
Lew and the Secretary.
D.O.CRANE - see WPINCA, Firm Names without
Addresses
R E ABBOTT & CO/COLUMBUS/OHIO
A.MORTON & CO - see also Firm Names Without
Addresses
T.BURCH - don't know where he's from but would
be a great name for a N.E. planemaker - on a
tongue plane
A.JACOB on a grooving pline.
•
A correspondent reports that he saw for sale at
an antique show an adjustable plow of fruit
woods(?). The smaller nuts between the stock
and the fence had the color of lignum vitae but
Roger Clap, an early colonial figure in Dora very high polish not associated with this wood.
chester, Mass., had fourteen children. Some of
by
employed
usually
the.
area
The name stamped in
their names were Experience, waitstill, Pre-- the maker was J.? E ? ISOM. The missing letters
served, HopesCill, Thanks and Desire. The most
had been dinged -but we are told that the name is
interesting name in the list is Unite. This is
most likely Edison based on what remains, although because of its correspondence with the WPINCA
Elison is a possibility. No similar name appears
"Names Alone" entry, U.CLAPP. Perhaps U. Clap
in either BP II or WPINCA. The style of the plane, is of Roger Clap's line. Members with gealogiwhich was professionally made,is 19th C.
cal leanings may want to follow up the possi-

_

' ' bility.

_
Ed Ingraham has collected a number of unusual
labels from planes in various collections:
J.CONANT - embossed on a 9 7/8" quarter round
with a relieved wedge found in Brandon, Vt. where
The Catalog of John Bittner's September 1980
Conant is an old name.
Tool Auction contains a photograph of the toe
G. LAXE - embossed on a quirked ogee with
end of a rabbet plane by A C SPIER. Below
narrow flat chamfers.
Spicer's name is a square stamp with a beautiW.WOOD - embossed on a large round with wide
ful eagle device. The plane is of exotic
flat chamfers.
wood; the catalog suggests the possibility that .
C.S.DOLE - embossed on a moving filister, perit is rosewood. Roberts' WPINCA lists both
' haps an owner-maker.
0.SPICER and A.SPICER (without addresses) but
W.JACESON - English? embosed on a dado of early
.
not A.C.APICER. Though not completely distinct
appearance.
in the picture, Spicer's eagle resembles in its
F.TUCKER - embossed on a bead with rounded
posture the eagle used by Arnold & Crough of
chamfers.
Northampton, Mass. However it is framed by a
MINZIES - (another report of this name)- emsawtooth box while the A & C eagle has no frambossed on a pair of match planes of English
ing. WPINCA has a picture of the A & C eagle on
appearance.
page 280.
C.DENNET...emb3ssed on a "Yankee" plow.
'
1.MARTINe•embossed on a sash ovolo with narrow
What is known about the firm T S & CLARK/NY
flat chamfers. Seventeen examples of this maker
which does not appear in the Roberts'"Planehave been observed but all in two lots both from
New York"?
makers
near Woodstock, Vermont.
H. TILESTON/COMMON STREET/BOSTON - three--se
Bob Cameron reports W.TUCKER with heavy Chamfers
arTte marks embossed on a double bead
and an early wedge form.
A NEWELL embossed on an ovolo w/double fillet
and narrow flat chamfers. Very early and definiteA report of an N.H.STOUT/MEMPHIS comes from
ly not Andrew Newell of NYC. Compare E.NEWELL/
Meredith Gibbs. This address does not appear
LANESBCRO, MASS & E.NEWELL/LEEDS, MASS.
in WPINCA where Stout is listed as working in
A NICOL - (another report of this makerLouisville, Kentucky,. and with M.STOUT in St.
see 1-2-4) embossed on a bead with narrow, flat
Louis, Mo.
chamfers. Compare P.NICOL/ROXTON POND 11-1-6.
J. PHELPS - a further sighting, embossed on
Bob McInnis asks what is known about CHAS.ROGERS/
ST. LOUIS in a two deck label on a moving fillister. a round plane. _
A STEAD- embossed on a "Yankee" olow'another
sighting of this stamper.
The 1852 Mass. Register and Business Directory
C:HARWOOD (compare G.HARWOOD, "Names Alone"
lists a number of "Tool Factories" in Franklin
WPINCA) on a round with a relieved wedge and
County. Most of them are recognizable as known
wide,flat chamfers.
planemakers. However, the firm SMITH,BIGELOW &
CO does not appear in the standard lists. Was
this firm in the plane business?
Dan Semel reports three professionally made
moulders - whose only marks are boxed initials
IN, PE, and IP.
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TRANSITIONAL AND METALLIC KANE INFORMATION
ROGER K. SMITH, Editor

VAUGHN & BUSHNELL PLANES
Several members have requested information on
places in their collection marked V & B. The ad reproduced here, which was provided by rTI-Hilton, is selfexplanatory. This appeared in The-73;;;;r4;77Magazine
for July 1928.
Their construction was obviously inspired by the
Stanley 'Bedrock' line of planes. The planes observed
by this editor appear to be of quality construction.
Perhaps their slightly higher price & the 'Great
Depression' made their manufacture snort-lived. See
comparison prices of the Stanley 'Bedrock' reproduced
from the 1929 Stanley Catalog.
- -------
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STANLEY
"BED ROCK" ADJUSTABLE IRON PLANES
_
SMOOTH BOTTOMS
W
Eeit t

No. and
Length 1
Description (loth.)
502 Smooth
603
604
o0414
605

Jock

7
8
9
14

'

14
I0
2
214
2

,

23.: I

Price
Ekon

31.4
4
I
ti

$4.15
4.30
4.65
5.15

5

$5.25

BUTT MORTISE PLANE
---

Several members have requested information about
an iron plane with a large open throat. It turns cut
that this is a Butt Mortise P1Rne, and is still being
manufactured. See illustration of ad describing this

St-A

-

Wilbert Dohmeyer, of Crete, Illinois, designed
and patented the plane in the early 1950's and began
manufacturing them himself. The first 100 planes which
he produced were cast of aluminum, but he found that
the aluminum left black marks on the wood. This is
probably the same reason that the aluminum planes mfr.
by Stanley, c. 1925-35, never became very popular.
Mr. Dohmeyer switched to cast iron, which proved
sturdier and added necessary weight. He eventually sold
his right to R. M. Rumbold of Thornton, Ill.
'The Butt Plane will handle three sizes of butts,
i.e. 3 x 3", 3t" x 3i° & 4' x 4". This is the reason
for the large open throat which allows you to see your
gain as it is being cut out. The plane does a faster
and cleaner job of gaining than one can accomplish by
paring with a chisel." This is a sample of the many
favorable testimonials sent in by readers of The Carpenter Magazine for April 1978 and published in the June
1978 issue.
Most of the information here was provided by The
Carpenter Magazine & The Ohio Tool Box editor Bill
Deader, and we thank them for use of this material.
We also think this company deserves a 'plug'
since it is one of the few & certainly the smallest mfr.
of special purpose planes still left in America. The
planes can be ordered from the mfr. shown in the ad at
818.95 post paid.
HOPPER'S PATENTED PLANE
_
John DeMarchi,of Petaluma, Calif. has requested
information about a wooden smooth plane he has observed
with the markings W. C. HOPPERS PATENT 1855. This was a
plane patented by ailliam C. Hopper of Pittsburgh, Pa.
Letters Patent #12,234 dated January 16, 1855.
The most interesting feature is that the iron is
in front of the wedge and the use of an adjustable
throat-closing device of iron. See the Patent drawing
& specifications on the next page & a picture in the
Photo Section of this issue.

UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE.
WILLIAM C

uorrett, OF errrentaite.

131,284

111C,INITLVAX10..

11.11C11-1eLASUL
---Iltpactftesttaa at Lenses Talent No. 12,234, dotal Ja.saary 10, 1000

To all whom, it may rera:
lie it know,. that I, ll'ut.uu C. Norma,
of Pittsburg, in the eountv of Allegben9
•n.I State if Pennsylvania. Late invented a
6 tura Rind usefill Improvement in Planes; and
I thn hereby declare that the fellow ing is a
foil and Clad description thereof, reference
being had to the annexed draeines, formittg port of Unit: opecification. in ,a loch-Li Figure I, is • longitudinal sectiooal
ihrotogh the center of the plane; Fig. 2 is
a perspeclite view of the month pieee of my
improted plane. Fig. 3, in • perspective
view of a eection of my plane through a., a,
81 in Fig. I. turned up so as to shoe the underside of the plane, mad with the mouth piece
;emoted. Fig. 4, ht a report-caution of the
meter-side or face of the 'done to show the
position uf the mouth piece.
SO
My invention is especially designed for
planes to lie used in het work, ahere great
smoothness of finish is required. but is slim
tery applicable with great advantage to all
kinds of plants (rem the smoothing plane
11 to the jack pl•ne.
It cOliSibib in so arranging the parts of
the plane that the chisel is placed in front
of its wedge. and rests against the front
sheillaler in the cavity ef the plane, in coin.
/ 0 ',illation with the use of a mouth piece on
the face of the plane in frOni of the edge of
the ehisel le serve as a rest for the ebieel and
to CI /11filie the throat of the plane.
In ...ler to t nalik others skilled in the art
$6 to Make and list inY improted phine 1 will
priPetvil to explain its CO(13111JCIliiII and op-

"

eration.
lit the drawinge a, is the mouth piece
whirl. may le constritcled of iron, bone,
Inas, liarik nail or other suitable inaterid.
Ito I.,
of the month piece thee It in Fig.
I. is that whit It I prefer. hut Jny ether shape

ttiiIi .111 11,1,1111,11Th the
may be •1101,1Vti
!Arne laJiCti. as I du Ind de....ire to confine
6 $ uiuy ito tuition to the peculiar shape of mouth
piece hecrie described. The on nth piece is
attached to the plane by • seat,w s, which
ptihses through the plate b. of alit mouth
pietv
the plane. the 'airfare of
"
the plate 6, lies Ilirdi with 111V face of the
pima% anal rests WI littee 1,00d icrens a', •%

66

a', which •re eicely adjusted no as to •fford
a firm bed for it, parallel to the face of the
plane. The intutiuth piece i s of the sau te
Width a,. the chisel ur bit c. The two stills
I, d, at either side of the mouth piece, pro•

against the wall of its mess, as
well as the wall /, itself is beveled, the
niiiiith piece in sinking into its rece-ss, is
pushed forward toward the Lit, iust as far
0 as (Le Lit has receded, and their relative
position is exactly maintaiucti, so that the
sides of the bit will rest as before against
the projecting ATMS of the month piece. The
below a, is also set hito the plane at an segle,
le 60 that it allot, for this lateral adjustment
of the mouth piece, and •voide the eecessily
of teaskieg • new hole for the screw s.
As I remarked before, the forui of the
mouth piece may be varied without altering
PS the principle involved; the simplest form
which can be used, is to screw • plate of
n.etal, countersunk into the !am of the
plane, itunietli•tely in front of the edge of
Mils

jest upward into the cavity of the plane, at
the tattle angle to (lie face of the plane as
that at which the chisel in to he set. These
arms sent as rests for the end ..f the Lit ct.
The hit or chinel is inserted in the
in
front ot die wedge it, and tette against the
frost shoulder, against which it to jotweed
by the wedge. The bit is thus held firmly its
its place thruughout ita whole length, which
prevents it having any spring, and ClUAllit
to work much more smoothly. A slight

elane

00

striecln!nelefattictil7iee:dg
i teolfts ‘ f‘'areeedor thts
•
niouth piece, sufficient to allow of the pas- TO
sage of the chip or shaving between them
into the cavity of the plane; but the mouth
pie-4 is no clree to the edge of the bit es to
prevent the plane ripping or splintering Use
wood, even in the slightest degree, which TS
would be the case if the plane had an open
throat; and this arrangement camsee the
plane tot work so smoothly that it may be
used even for planing veneers, which cannot be done at all with safety with any se
plasm of the ordinary conetructima. My arrangement in corubinatiou sills the uee of •
mouth piece also enables me to dispense with
the use of • cap or double bit..
lay ambient use the face of a plane gratin- IS
ally wears sway, iti which rase it wil] be
necessary to sink the uiouth ;sites lower
down in the hole wide for it• reception. If
the inotdh piece were sunk down at right
angles to die face of the plane, it is evident, NI
that as the bit ie eel iri the plane at an *aisle
of stela 45 degrees, the bit aa the plane
wears away would recede froni the mouth
piece; it would no longer rest against the
arms of the 111011th piece, anti the throat of el
the plane, thimigh which the shavings psi*
uoula 1...coole too wide. To remedy this iro
coaikeilience p11,1 ettllble the month piece to
tie scruretely adjusted to the bit, I adopt
the felltncing it rratiFeinent The extreme 10*
edge of the
th piece is twitted to the
.111e aegle as that at which (lie bit of the
plane is set, as will be been in Fig. 1; the
corresponding wall of the recess to which
the mouth piece is stink, (marked I, in Fig. tee
3.) is also inolined at the salllt angle.
Il'hen the plane requires to he refaced, the
screw, s, it uteserened, and the mouth piece
is taken out. T1.6 adjusting screw., a', a', a:,
art 101VCIC,1 as
as it is deeirrIl to ant 110
the mouth pie.*, and the mouth piece is replaced. Now as the edge of the mouth pious

the bit; het this only partially •ocomplishee
the object of my intention as it dues not SO
serve as • rest for the end of tile bit, nor is
it capable of so easy and accurate adjustwent
having thus described any improvement
in planes, what I cleint as nay itiveotitnn •Ild as
desire to secure hy Letters Patent, is —
The constructing et planes with the chisel
or hit set in frmit of its *Age, in combination with the tee of •
h piece, sulosiantially in the manner and fur the put-posts 30
bereinbefore described.
W51, C. 1144PPER,
Witnesees:
N. B. KENLIWAIIC.
WIC N. Ilowasn.

T_ri*er,
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WERE THERE AMERICAN PLANE MAKERS
BEFORE DEACON FRANCIS NICHOLSON?

Was Francis Nicholson the first American planemaker? Recently
published information, if correct, suggests that he may not have
been. Nicholson was born about 1683 and could not have been a
practicing plane maker much before 1704. However, a late 17th
Century blacksmith in Hartford County, Connecticut was apparently
making "joiners tools" before that date. In the absence of more
specific information, we take the phrase "joiners tools" to mean
the metal parts of such tools, for the blacksmith, Benjamin Talcott,is
specifically credited with the manufacture of "creasing-plane irons"
which "usually cost one shilling." The source of. our information
is an article in the May, 1981 issue of The Magazine Antiaues. In
The Decorated Board Chests of the Connecticut River Valley, authors
William N. Hosley and Philip Zea cite a master's thesis by Patricia
Kane, The Seventeenth-Gentury Case Furniture of Hartford County,
Connecticut and its Makers, that identifies Talcott. They also say
that creasing planes in Hampshire County inventories were consistently appraised at between two and four shilling. If Walcott made
plane irons, someone certainly made planes. Perhaps Talcott's
customers were user-makers but until further information is secured
we must consider the possibility that at least one commercial plane
maker was active in the 17th Century. Hosley and Zea equate the
term "creasing plane" with "moulding plane". They believe that they
were used to make ornamental moulding on boards for both interior
panelling and the construction of board chests.

Notes & Queries
Randy Lunn tells about a /
1
2 " bead plane he found in Maine that
bears the name I BLANCHARD in a sawtooth border. The plane is
American, perhaps of the 18th Century. It is 91
/
2 " long and of
birch. It has simple chamfered edges terminating in smooth stops
that extend half way down the edge. We illustrate the mark and
the wedge finial.

PLANE TALK is the quarterly Bulletin of the British-American Rhykenological
Society, the plane collector ' orgsnization. For information see
M.J.Sayward, Membership Manager. Or write to: 60 Harvest Lane
Levittown, N.Y. 11756
Dues $5.00
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Markings on the fore end of a plough plane made
by HENRY WETHERELL and owned by Bill Rigler.
The slide arm fence is controlled by wooden
thumb screws as is the wooden depth stop. The
maker's mark gives us still another address,
Glastonbury, for Wetherell .
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An "Ancient Plane"
owned by the New York
State Museum.
Curator John Wataon
asks us if we can
give any hint as to
its age and origin.

. Dale Carpenter's
plane featured
in V-4-17.

A brace made by
planemaker J.T.JONES/
PHILA. owned by
Bud Brown

1.!q3INVelDVS

PLANE

Tote of an unusual
bench plane owned
by Dave Spang.
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PLANES DISCUSSED
IN RECENT IMPS

PLANES FROM THE GEORGE MURPHY COLLECTION

dik

A Dutch round plane. Note the similarity to the highly decorated
"Baroque" Dutch long planes like those pictured in Goodman's
History of Woodworking Tools

These two moulders permit us to
contrast the marks PD and P which
have been reported on Dutch moulders.

The iron in the
Dutch round plane
owned by George Murphy

A

An hitherto unrecorded
Cincinnati, Ohio
combination.

A A Dutch blokschaaf made by SVE and

having the familiar carved initials.
The unusual form of the iron gives
particular interest to this undated specimen.

A label of J. Kellogg with the
--NE address Cleveland, Ohio.
Is this the familiar J. Kellogg
of Amherst, Massachusetts?

VOL. V

r

PLANES MADE BY HOSEA EDSON, SHAKER PLANEMAKER OF HARVARD, MASSACHUSETTS.
FROM ROGER SMITH

VOL. V

VOL. V

PLANES MADE BY HOSEA EDSON,SHAKER PLANEMAKER OF HARVARD, MASSACHUSETTS.
FROM ROGER SMITH

1857 M B TIDEY PATENT PLANE FROM THE COLLECTION OF SETH BURCHARD

VOL. V

i

PARTS OF THE M B TIDEY 1857 PATENT PLANE FROM THE COLLECTION OF SETH BURCHARD

PLANES IN THE COLLECTION OF BOB FINCH

VOL. V

1

AN UNRECORDED MAKER
COMBINATION

B. DEAN

FROM THE COLLECTION OF GEORGE MURPHY

FROM THE COLLECTION OF BOB FINCH

VOL. V

A "Patent" marking in the collection of
Henry Sawin. No listing in the records of the
Patent Office can be found to support this
marking. Does anyone know of similar
instances of this type of marking where the
first word is Patent rather than Patented?

SHE LABARGER'S 1848 PATENT PLANE.
It also has the mark of SANDOE & EDELEN.
From the collection of Bob Cameron.
Bill Hilton's Index lists an 1844 Patent.
Is this a bad dating on the plane?

A German Coachmakers plow marked W. ZEIT LE R IN SCHWERIN owned by Bob Seifert.
Made of wood, steel and brass the plane was evidently equipped with several iron for two still remain with it.
Schwerin is the name of two old German cities, one in East Germany, the other now in Poland.

From the collection of Bob Finch.

From the collection of Bob Finch
VOL. V

S. CARUTHERS
I. LINDENBERGER

C (or G?) HAWES IN
WRENTHAM

C. HAWES IN
WRENTHAM

PLANES FROM THE BILL EVISTON COLLECTION
FROM ROGER SMITH

UNION =35 MFR'D UNDER
CARLETON & TRASK PAT 1903 & '04
DESCRIBED IN IMP VOL. IV-2

HOPPERS PAT
DESCRIBED IN IIVIP V
PAT. JAN. 16, 1855
VOL. V

